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The differential cross sections at one angle for the reaction . 

p+p ~ 7/++d have been measured as a function of proton energy in the 

energy range 310 Mev to 336 Mev o Using the external beam of the Berkeley 

synchrocyclotron9 the positive pions produced at 0° ± 3° to the beam 

direction were magnetically separated from the proton beam9 and were de-

tected b.r scintillation counters using a del~ed coincidence between a 

11+meson and its f• dec~o A polyetqylene=carbon difference was used to 

obtain the hydrogen contributiono In order to obtain protons at energies 

below 340 Mev$) lead absorbers were placed in the proton beam immediateJy 

ahead of the targeto The pion yield from the lead was automatically sub-

tracted. with the carbon contributiono At each proton energy the positive 

pion energy spectrum was scanned in the region of the characteristic peak 

due to the reaction given aboveo The relative dcr /d!l.. was obtained by 

integrating over meson energyo The results are presented in the following 

table: 

Differential Gross Sections 
In Laboratory and Genter of Mass Systems 

Laboratory Genter of Mass System 

Eproton ,Wz:.(Oo) Epion .dJI:.,(Oo) 
d!l d!l 

Mev lo=3°cm2sterad=l Mev =30 2 -1 10 em sterad 

336 121 = 9 l9o5 3lo3 :;;:, 2o3 = 

330 103 = 8 l?ol 25o8 ~ 2o0 = 

325 90 = 10 14o6 2lo6 :;;:, 2o4 
321 83 : 10 l2o9 l8o7 _;;: 2o0 
315 68 = 8 l0o4 l4o2 :;: lo? = 
311 54 :;: 7 8o6 l0o3 :;: 1o3 
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The relation of the excitation function to the theoretical analysis of 

Chew» Goldberger~ Steinberger~ and Yang is discussedo The relative values 

have the standard deviations indicated in the tableo The absolute value 

has a standard deviation of 25 per cento 
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IIo ·· 1 INTRODUCTION; . 

'A fundam~M.~l 'problem in meson peysics . is the. prOduction of' pions in 

collisions of free nucleons o · The present· work is concerned with the ex-

citation function for a particular reaction of this type,.namely~ 

(1) 

The existence of this reaction was first suggested by the early work of a 
1 

group at Berkeleyll headed by Professors Co Richman and Ho Wilcoxo Using 

nuclear emulsion detectors embedded in absorbers~ and magnetic separation to 

sort out the mesons formed in the beam direction, they observed the energy 

spe~trum of' positive pions from pmp collisionso An intense peak was found 

near the upper'limit allowed qy energy considerationso ·It was thought that 

this J}eak might be due· to reaction (1) and that the·mesons found atlower 

energies were due to the reaction, 

.· \ . . 

p + P-+ '11+ + p + n (2) 

The first·reaction would yield a line spectrum about 4 Mev ·higher in energy . 
in the laboratory system than the upper energy limit of the continuum ex= 

pected from the second reactiono The extra energy results from the binding 

energy released 'when the deuteron is formedo SubsequentlY~·. the eXistence of 

reaction (1) was confirmed by Crawford, Crowe~ and Steve~13on2 with counters 

py direct observation of the positive pion and the deuteron in coincidenceo 

Continued work on the P"'P positive pion yield3' 4 pointed tc:i'the fol= 

. lowing conclusionsg . ·-'' 

lo At zero degrees to the beJa,m.9 -about 70 per cent of the yield was. 

associated with reaction (l)o 
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2. The pions associated with ,.this reaction have an angular distribu-... \_ ''. ' . --~·. · .. 

tion in the center of mass frame which is predominantly cos
2e, where Q is 

. . . the angle between the pion and the original beam directiono Detailed exam= 

ination_ of the pion peak energyll c,ombined with accurate measurements of the 

proton beam energy, yielded a positive pion mass in good agreement with 
. . 3a ~ 

that obtained qy other methodso o 

It was suggested by Marshak5 ~ 6 and others that measurements on .the in-

verse reaction, 

' (3) 

.i.n conjunction with detailed . balanci.ng calculations an~ the data on reaction 

(1) could be us~d to determine the spin of the positive pion. A study of 

(
. 7 . 8 

reaction 3) was undertaken by groups at Columbia and Rochester • The 

results in both cases indicated that the spin is zero, and that the angular 

·distribution of the Columbia group was qualitatively in agreement with that 

obtained b.1 the Berkeley groupo 
' . . . ' 

·The angular Aistr'ibution for reaction (3) was obtained at three pion 

energieso This excitat~on data for r~action (3) can pe converted to an ex

citation. function for.reactiqn (1) by detailed balanci:q.go The .Pion energies 

used for· the study of reaction (3) corresponded to proton energies between 

345 Mev and 380 I.fev in reaction ( 1) o 

The excitation function for the reaction p + p .._...11"++ d in the proton 

energy region between 310 Mey and 340.Mev has been studied in this experi

ment. The differential cross sections were measured at 0° ± 3° to the pro-

ton beam directiono The threshold for the reaction is 291 Mevo Section III 

of this report gives a general description of the method emplqyed in the 

"' 
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experim.ento Sections -IV and V relate details .of the experimental tech= 

niques and of the ·method of analysis of the datao 

Results of the experiment are contained in Section VIo Graphs of the 

' ·~ .• ' experimental data are given and the results are compared with those of 

Durbin; Loar~ and Steinberger9 for higher energies obtained from the in-

·. verse reaction by the method of detailed balancingo Finally, the relation 

· · between the results obtained and the phenomenological theory of Chew, et alo "
10 

is discussedo 

\;.... 
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II!o GENERAL 'DESCRIPI'ION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

A collimated beam of 340 Mev protons was sent through an ionization 

chamber:whose collected· cha.rge··was proportional to the integrated proton 

fluxo The ·beam· then impinged on meson production targets plaqed in a mag

.. netic fieldo See Figo ·lo .Emerging from· ·the target9 the proton beam 

trajec'tory proceeded through the field region with a small curvatureo The 

positive pions produced in ·the forward direction turned with a greater curva-

ture than the protons and entered a channel defined b,y brass shieldingo 

After turning through about 75·0 
9 the mesons of interest went through copper 

absorbers of such a thickness that they stopped in the last crystal of a 

threeo-rcrystal scintillation telescopeo The pions were detected b,y a de~ 
' 

layed coincidence between yhe decay muon in the last crystal and the posi

tive pion passing through the first two crystalso 

The production of the pions was studied by means of the usual carbon-

polyethylene subtraction techniqueo The polyethylene and carbon targets 

were designed to contain th~ s~~ number of grams per square centimeter of 
' 

carbono The differen'?·e· was take!l to be the hydrogen contributiono When. it 
.·<·.7. 

was desired to ~decrease the PZ:<:',~()tl en~rgy · to measure the excitation function 
. . ·-· ·.. ,......... . 

for the process being studiedil .. le23,d absorbers were placed in the proton 
· .. ;.·· 

beam immediately ahead of the production targetso The small contribution 

of pions corning from ~he lead ~~s automatically subtracted with the carbono 

At each proton energy the positive pion spectrum was scanned in the region of 

the peak whi.ch is dl,le to the reaction p + p ~~ + do The spectra from ~. 

polyethylene and carbon were then integrated over meson energy, and the 

difference was taken to be the differential cross section per unit solid 

angle for this reactiono 
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IV o DETAilS OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Ao Source of Protons and Collimation 

The scattered external proton beam of the 184-inch Berkeley s.ynchro-

cyclotron was used.· for this experiment. The scattered beam has about a 

20-microsecond duration with a repetition rate of 60 cycles per second. 

The electrostatically deflected beam provides a much greater flux of parti-

cles but has a much shorter duty cycle. The scattered beam was chosen be

cause it had an adequate flux of particles and because it had a larger duty 

cycle. The number of accidental coincidences is inversely proportional to 

the duty cycle of the beam when using coincidence telescopes. 

A small steering magnet located inside the main cyclotron shielding 

was used to deflect the beam through the main shielding into a secondary 

shielded area, called the 11cave 11 , as shown in Fig. 1. The beam was roughly 
. 

collimated by a pre=collimator located ahead of the steering magnet. In 

this Waf much of the collimation was done where the spray of neutrons and 

charged particlEils, introduced 9Y .the slits~ did not reach the cave. The 

final collimation ·was done by means of a 4&;,inch bras.s tube located at the 

point where the beam entered the caveo The resultant beam ·was contained in 

a three=quarter-inch square. 

Bo Beam Monitor 

The beam f~ux was monitored by a co2 ~ argon=filled ionization chamber. 

The chamber was filled to a. pressure of 64 centimeters of mercury. It had 

a multiplication factor of 625 'for 340 Mev protons, as measured with a 

faraday cup. The collecting electrode was kept at ground potential by a 

feedback amplifier located in the counting areao The charge was collected 
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across a precision condenser located near, :the el.ectrometere The voltage 

across the calibrated condenser was fed to a Speedomax recorder where the 

charge was automatical~ recorded continuouslye The condenser was dis= 

charged whenthe voltage reached a preset levele Np~ the number of pre= 

tons monitored b.Y the chamber is given.by· 

N = .QY 
P Me 

where c = capacity of precision condenser 

v voltage across th~ condenser 

M = number of ion pairs per proton 

e =- cha.rge of the electron 

As will be se.en later, the meson counting equipment was not operating 

in a 11plateau region"o Hence it was necessary to normalize the meson 

detection efficiency frol!l run to rune This normalization compensated for 

any change in efficiency of the beam monitor from run to rune It was 

necessary that the monitor remain constant only over the period of a given 

' ~ . · ... ' '. . ·:·. . ' 

co Method of Reducing Be~rp. Energy 
,. . .. : .. :. ,:::··:: 

When it was 4esj,:recito reduce .the energy of the proton beam, lead ab= ., 

sorbers were placed in the·beam immediately ahead of the production targeto 
11 

The range-energy curves of Aron; et ala · , were used to calculate required 

thicknesses of ~,ibsorberso · Lead was used for this purpose because it has a 

. . .. 12~13 
high ratio of stopping power to the number of mesons produced o These ·•. 

absorbers were placed at the target so that no s.ystematic error in beam 

monitoring would be introduced ·bymultiple scattering of the proton beamo 

It was necessary to correct for the beam attenuation in the leado This 

correction is discussed latero 
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If the absorbers had been placed in the collimator ahead of the 

monitor, .the ef'fe,c~, _of'lo~"fetiergyproton:s multiply-scattered from the walls 

of the .collimator .would:hav.e been difficl4t to estimate.- If the .absorbers 

were placed-.a .long-.distance ahead of-_ the collimator, the above -problem 

would not oc9~r, but the amount of usable beam entering the cave would 

. -have given a prohibitively _low counting rate., 

D. Targets 

The polyethylene and carbon targets were shaped in a milling machine 

so that the area and thickness of each could be measured accurately. The 

targets were weighed on a chemical balance to about 0.1 gm accuracy, which 

corresponded to about one part in 2000 for the mass of the targets. The 

number of grams per square centimeter was calculated from the area and 

mass. The carbon target was designed to be equivalent to the polyethylene 

target in grams per square centimeter of carbon. 

The targets were held in a movabl~ assembly (shown in Fig. 2), which 

could be moved from outside the cave. This arr~ngement eliminated the 

necessity for turning off the beam to m~e the frequent target changes 

necessary ina subtraption experiment. 

The target=change assembly, channel, meson absorbers, and crystals 

were attached to a template which fitted over the poleface, so that the 

geometry could be reproduced fromrun to run (see Fig. 2). In order to 

align the system with respect to the~ beam, film holders were inserted into 

positioning holes in the. template. Short exposures were taken and the system 

was aligned with the aid of. fiducial marks on the film. -



Eo. Channel. 

T:he main functic;>n of -.the channel was to minimize accidental background 

, by preventing, high-.energy protons from the target from reac,J:ling the detector 

s~s;tef!l~ ·. The p;rotons ·whose ,momenta are small enough to peril'l~t them to follow • 

-.·the curve of.: the,,clu;nnel would not penetrate the copper ab~orbers, since a 

proton has a small fraction of the range of a pion for equal momenta. The 

angle and the energy apertures of the channel were made large compared to the 

angle subtended qy the detector and to the energy interval accepted by the 

detector. This ceuld b~ done without relaxing the requirement that high-

energy protons from the target should not reach the detector. This design 

helped to reduce the multiple-~cattering correction discussed in Section V. 

The angular width of the t;}ha:pnel was i: 7. 4 °, in comparison with an 
. . 0 

angular width of .t ,3. 0 subtende.d qy the detE?ctor. The mean radius of the 

channel was l6o4 inqhes. The m~ximum t;md nii¢mum radii were 17.4 inches and 

15.4 inches, resp.ectivelyo The energy interval, ~E, accepted by .the channel 
. . 

varied fr~m +.3,~8 Mev' f~r 70 M~v p~?ns, -~9 6.9 Me:v.for .30 Mev pions. In 

comparison, tpe . ~ 9f the ~eM9tor. t~rJ.g~q. frqm .2~ 6 ~v to 4·1 Mev over the 
.:, ·~· .. I. 

same meson energy .in.te:rva.l• .. . ,,·: 

!-·· . 

F. Pion Absorbers 

The energy of the pions detect_ed was varie4 by means of copper absorbers. 

Pion range-energy curves-for copper and stilbene were obtained, using the 

11 
proton range-energy curves of Aron, et al • · The magnet~c field was changeci, 

at each energy setting so that the H~ for the mean radius of. the channel 

corresponded to a· pi<;>n whose ran.~e was that .. of the given setting of copper 

absorbers. Six absorbers were lll.ii<ie up in multiples of the smallest, so that 

.. 
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a range of energies from..:20 :t·o 80 .Mev :w:lth app:roxim.ate],y ],) *y :intervals 

· was obtainable•o::. The absorbers• collld be changed -.from the outside of the 

cave. This arrangement ·eliminated the necessity of .turning of~_ the cyclotron. 

Go Detectors 

.... 1P21 photomultipliers viewing trans-stilbene crystals through luci te 

.-. 

light pipes were used as pion detectors. Since the phototubes are sensi-

tive to magnetic fields, they were placed outside the magnet coils in a 

region where the field was approximately 100 gauss. In addition, the photo-
. . 

tubes were encl~sed in a 1/16-inch mild steel housing, which was in turn 

enclosed in a 1/4-inch thick steel shield. In order to obtain practical 

counting rates, it was necessary to detect the pions near the target in a 

region of high fielde Lucite light pipes served to optically connect the 

phototubes outside the coil case with the crystals near the target. The 

light pipes and ~agnatic shields are shown in Fig. 2. Tests were made to 

check the variatio~ o! the phot~tube sensitivity with the variation of the 

field in the gap. Using· a · l"ifay source, a change of one part in sixty 
.,··· ,. 

in p~se hei,ght w~s observt?-4 fqr·a variation of 7000 gauss in the field 
. '·· _. ' :-

in the- gap. •. S;ince the range of field strengths employed in the experiment 
. 

was 4000 gauss, the effect was negligible. 

H.; Method of Pion Detection ; .·.·. 

1. Introduction 

The detection method j,;s-ba~ed on the-principle of identifying the 

positive p~ons by their charaqteristic decay to muo.ns-o 

. . . ~ . . ' .. . ... ... : .. : 
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The mean life of the positive -pion ha,.s ·been measured to be 0.0257 micro-
••.• •> • ~ •• ·-·- • ; .: •. ;+i \( ·,:-'Y: :·.. - . ' 

seconds. l4,l5 A crystal: telescc::>pe i-;s, .. ~~o.f3~9- ,t_o~the .. b~&.m.··of; particles, 

and the number of delayed coincidences J:>e:tw:ee_n posit.iv~ pions and their 
; 

decay muons are counted as positive pionso 
. ' 

In the early stages of the experiment, a two-cry~tB:l telescope was 

in use with one delayed coin~ide~ce d .. rcuitl5. · In th~ earlier scheme, the 

coincidence caused by a positive pion passing through the first crystal 

and penetrating the second far enough to lose appr~xiniat~ly 6 Mev, gener

ated a gate which was delayed and put in coincidence With.another output 

trom the. second crystal~ If the pion decayed in the second crystal during 

the time the gate was actuated, a delayed coincidenc~ was registered as a 

positive piano In order to measure ac~i~lental backgr~und, the delay was 
' ' 

. . . . 

increased to a time where all positive pions would have previously decayed. 

The count at.that time was recorded as background and stibtracted from the 

count taken at the short delay •. 

This arrangement was undesirable in th,at it·r~quired running the back

ground separately a F,or ·a give!l integrated. ·protori flux the pion count is 

constant, but the accid~ptal b!ickground ~aries-"iinearly with the beam in-
'1," .. ,. 

'tensity. Since the ba~kgr~und rate for this equip~ent operati~g in the 

cave was of the same order as the pion rate, aey shfft in beam intensity 

between the short and the long delay counts·· made ::r,:epr~ducibili ty poor. 

This difficulty is intensif;ied in a subtraction experiment.. For this reason, 

a second delayed coincidence ?t-/( circuit was coi1structed so that the acci~ •. 

dental background could be counted simultaneously wit.h: .. the pio:t:J. data. The 

use of two circuits also doubled the overall efficiency in terms of cyclotron 

operating time. One d~tector w~s run with the short delay while the other 



was run with. a 1~ng delay ai).d then ~he delays we~e· interchanged for an 

equival~nt integrated beam fluxo 
. I ·. :· . , • . . ·, 

Under .t:hese,conqitions,.lack of reproducibility due to beam intensity 

changes enters only· as the product of the difference in intensity and the 

difference in efficiency between the.two detectorso The difference in 

efficiency w~s made smallo The arrangements made to change absorbers and 

targets without turning off the beam aid~d the reproducibility since the 

beam intensity is much more constant when the machine is not turned off 

frequently. 

In the previous set-up, p~ateaus were not obtained for the pion pulses 

used in generating gates. As a solution to this problem the two-crystal 

telescope was replaced by a tbree-cryst~l telescope •. The first two cry

stals were used for generating the gate, and o~y the delayed pulses of the 

muons were taken from the third crystalo In this way plateaus were obtained 

for the gate-opening pion pulses~ In order to detect low-energy pions, the 

cryst~s were m~de muc.:h -thinner:,: re~Ulting. in. s~J..l~r signals.. A new dis-
. ' • .' ' ' ~ . . • • • . . • - . • '. : ~ . . ' ·, ;~ f . ~ 

tributed coincidence·circl,iit·:WEi;~.constructed to·ope;~"te with these low 

signal•{ This Oqul.~"~' ¥.. ~~~ ~','c}~; measur~en~~ ~ is described in 
',' :~.' . .'I >.~· ' ...; •" ' . .~· :'. J.: .. :. 

the followi~· , , ?·~~ii~ :'ii .· .. · • · ·. 

2. Description of the 14ethod. . -.. . . -~r.:: . . 

Figure 3 shows a schematid··. diagram of the detection eystem. A positive 

pion passing thr.ough the first two trans-stilbene. crystals causes scintil-
• • J ••• • • 

lations which are trar1smi tt_ed. through light pipes to 1P21 photomultipliers 

l and 2. The signals from these photomultipliers are amplified by distri

. buted amplifiers A and B, and !ed to a distributed coincidence. The output 

of the coincidence circuit is delayed and sent to gate generators 1 and 2 • 

. ' . ,.,. 
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· The variable delay is 9btained by . u'sing differ~~rt· lengths of H.G63/tJ coaxial 

cable to transmit the signaL The gate generators: are non-:-:synunetrical cathode-

coupled multivibratdrs 'ldth .a fixed discrimination levelo. They produce 

gates approXimately Oo'CJ7 microsecond in lengtho· · The· outputs of .the gate 

generators are scaled 'and. sent :to. the 11'-,P- coincid~nce circui tso 

The'otitput of the third·photomultiplieris amplified by di.stributed 

amplifiers 1 and 2, and· fed. to the 11'-,JI- coincidence circuitso In normal 

operation, ·the delays on the gates ·referred to above are-so adjusted that 

if a particle appears in the third c~stal in the time interval Oo02 to 

Oo09 'microsec~md after the· coincident .pulses in the first two c~stals, 

it will make a delayed coincidence with the gate in one of the _1(-p coin

cidence circuits and will ,be scaled as a positive piono If ·tll.e signal ap

pears in the time·interval Ool9 to Oo26 microsecond, it will. make a delayed 

coincidence with the gate in the other -rf-J' coincidence and w;ill be scaled 

·as ·backgroundo The delays are then interchanged for an equi:valent inte

grated proton beam flUXf ; The delt~.ys are changed from the counting area by 

coaxial switches operated by 110-volt rel,ayso 

3o Description of Ele~t~6hi6.s 
The distributed amplifiers A and B and the distributed. coi~cidence 16 

shown in Figo 3 were built as a. uni to The cir.cui t diagram is shown in 

Figo4o. The ampJ.ifiersde.l.iver a maximum positive signal of about 8 volts 

into a 19()...ohm load with a gain of about fortyo The coincidence resolution 

· of the circuit was measured with protons· passing through two ~rystalso The 

test was made with the c:rystalson·28-inch light pipes, and no attempt was 

made to clip the pulses~ When a delay of Oo018 microsecond was inserted 
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in one side; ·.all· counts above accidental l;>ackground disappeared. A resolu-

tion of 0.01· micr~second was.measured using a pulse generator with a signal 

output .. about Oo 008 .·microsecond in length. · The ratio of voltage o1:1t with a 

signal in both sides to voltage out with a sign~_ in one side is better than 

ten to one. · 

The' units labeled gate generator .1 and 11"-)4-1 coincidence circuit in 

the schematic Fig. 3 were built into onE! chassis. A similar chassis con-

tains the units designated by .number.-2. The circuit diagram for each of 

these units is shown in Fig. 5. 

4• Plateaus, Counting Efficiencies 

The plateaus of pion counting rate versus photomultiplier voltage on 

the first two detectors in the telescope are shown in Fig. 6.. These plateaus 

indicate full efficiency for generating a gate if a positive pion enters the 

telescope. No satisfactory plateau was obtained for the decay muon pulses 

from the third crystal. There seemed to be some evidence of a short region , . 

. where the pion counting rate ver.sus the.third photomultiplier voltage had 

a reasonable slope; but since~t was not sufficient:Ly defined to be used 
.. ·' 

for determining operating lev~l~, thefollowing method was employed: 

The magnet~c field was set .so. that the mean H~ of the channel cor

responding to positive pions with a kinetic energy of sixty-two Mev. The 

copper absorbers which would ordinarily degrade these pions to twenty-one 

Mev so that they would stop in the detector, were then removed. Under 

these conditions a great~ increased flux of pions and scattered protons 

were entering the detector. All pions should pass on through the detector 

and not be counted except for a very few pions which might be scattered 
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· from· the channel ·walls with' energies in the proper interval .to be counted. 

At: Tow voltages (approximately 1200 volts) on photomultiplier three a 

.. , · few mesons compatible with the number which might scatt.er from the walls were 

observed~ 'As the voltage wa:s increa~ed this number remained: approximately 

constant until the voltage reached 1400 vo;:tts. Above that point a sharp 

break in mesoncountingrate appeared. The voltage was then lowered below 

this point. The absorbers were replaced so that the positive pions would 

stop in the detector, and a half.-life was run on the particles by varying 

the delay of the gate. When this was done,· the half-life measured agreed 

. 14,15 
with the publ~shed values • 

A number of reasons may be advanced to explain the lack of a clear-cut 

~~ateau on the muon pulses: 

1. The 1.2 millimeter range of a 4 Mev muon is comparable with the 

8.8 millimeter thickness of the crystal so that there is one muon with 

a partial path in the detector crystal.for every six whose paths lie com-

pletely within the crystal. This number includes those which leave the 

crystal and those which enter from the outside. This effect would contri-

bute·a finite slope to aDf plateau obtained. 

2. The use of long light pipes will cause the statistical fractional 

fluctuations in pulse height to be larger than the relative fluctuations 
17 

encountered when no light pipes are used • 

3. The light collection effiCiency may vary over different portions 

of the crystal. 

These effects would account for a slope over the region of pion detec

tion. One must finally. account.for the indefinite i~crease beyond the 

possible number of mesons present as the voltage on the photomultiplier is 
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increased. As the voltage is incr,easE?d, the pulses due to stopping protons 

may be very large. This causes the distributed amplifier to saturate and 

broaden the amplified pulses. This broadening persists into the time in-

terval that the gate is open when a short delay is employed, and makes a 

delayed coincidence. When the long delay is used, the broadened pulse dis-

appears before the gate rises and no delayed coincidence resultso 

In order to show that this qondition was not present at the operating 

point chosen and that the detector was not sensitive to secondary "satellite" 
·18 

pulses believed to follow the main pulses in a photomultiplier, a test 

was made with 32 Mev protons from the Berkeley proton linear acceleratoro 

With 2 x 105 fifteen~Mev protons entering the detector crystal, a total of 

sixty-one delayed coincidences were made. Of these, twenty-eight occurred 

at the short delay and thirty~three at the long delay, giving a net dif-

ference of five plus or minus eight. Furthermore, it is almost certain that 

maey of these were accidental coincidences as they were correlated with 

"bursts" of protons from the machine. Under normal conditions of the ex

periment, between six-hundred and twenty=five h~dred pions would have been 

counted for an equivale'nt number of particles entering the detector, so the 

effect is negligible. 

Since no·plateau was obtained, it was necessary to have a check on the 

stability of the detection efficiency. The number of positive pions from 

the carbon target for a certain integrated proton flux and for a particular 

meson energy was used as a standard point. Carbon was chosen since its 

spectrum is slowly changingy and the yield at this point would not be sen= 

sitive to small changes in the proton beam energya . This point was measured 

at .intervals of five to six hours during all runso A plot of these points 
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for two runs is ·given· in Fig<> 7o 

5. Background 

The accidental background rates encountered in the experiment ranged 

from thirty=five per cent to three. hundred per cent of the meson counting 

rate, depending upon the target and proton energy. The scattered proton 

beam has a radiofrequency structure such that short bursts of particles 

occur about 0.06 microsecond apart. This interval is of the same order 

as the gate length employed in theiT?" coincidence. At the short delay 

the gate spans only one of these r=f bursts so that it was necessary to 

insure that the gate spanned only one r=f burst at the long delay. The 

long delay was varied in steps of about O.Ol5.microsecond, and a variation 

of the same periodicity as the r=f frequency of the beam was observed. The 

long delay was chosen to correspond to a minimum so that the gate overlapped 

only one r=f burst. 

6. Validity of Detection 

Evidence for the validity ·of po:?itive pion det~ction by this system 

is presented by the following: The positive pion mean life was observed 

with the system
15 

and a value obtained which is inexcellent agreement with 

that obtained by Wiegand14• · Experiments were conducted at the Berkeley 

synchrotron on the photoproduction of pions from hydrogen, deuterium19, 
20 

and helium Pions were detected with nuclear emulsions as well as with 

this system. ·When the counter data were normalized to the emulsion data 

for one gas, the data for the two' methods of detection agreed for the other 
.~· 

two gasese. When the efficiency of the system is obtained by normalizing 

·the hydrogen data to Cartwright's hydrogen data for absolute values~ a 
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differential cross se6tfon db" /dn. dE = 1.3.7 x 1cr.3° em? Mev ... 1 sterad-l is 

obtained for carbon at 70 Hev. This is to be compared with ~he value 

I -.30 2 -1 -1 . .3c dO" d.ndE :;: 12 • .3 x 10 em 1-tev· ·sterad obtained by Cartwright • The 

agreement is within the statistics of either experiment •. 

... 

.. 
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Four corrections wer-e. applied to', the· data.·. ·It- was- necessary. to correct 

forg 
# 

lo The attenuation of the proton beam in the lead absorbers~ 

2. The dec~ of the pions in flight~ 

3· The absorption of the pions in the Cu absorbers» and 

4· The loss of_pions due to multiple scattering. 

Finally, it is shown that no correction need be made for delayed coinci-

dences arising from the beta dec~ of the positive muons stopped in the 

region of the detector. 

2. Attenuation of the Proton Beam in the Pb Absorber 

Attenuation of the proton beam in the lead absorbers occurred in two 

w~s. Elastic collisions which deflect the protons from the beam direction 

cause the probability of detecting the reaction to decrease for these pro-

tons because the cross section for production of a pion is a function of 

angle. Aqy inelastic collision suffered b.1 a proton with a lead nucleus 

· removes it from the usable beam~ as acy pion produced by it would fall 

out of the narrow energy range scanned in the experiment. 

The elastic scattering may be nuclear or multiple=coulomb scattering. 

The data of Richardson, et a1
21

» indicates that for the thickest lead ab-
-

sorber used here~ only four per cent of the protons would suffer elastic 

nuclear collisions. Of these, only a few per cent would be scattered as 

much as five degrees; and, since the production probability is only down 
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by four per ':ce'nt at five degrees$ the ·effect: is negligibleo 

Multiple s6.attering Of the protons does :give rise to the need for a 
. . 
small' correction~ Using' the formulas 

where 

where 

N m:· normalizing fac·tor. 

P(e) ~ probability per unit angle of scattering into de at the 
angle e 

,_ angle of the scattered particle 
-. = mean square scattering angle 

A = Avogadro's number 

M = molecular weight of absorbing material 

Z = atomic number of absorbing material 

e = charge of the electron 

v = velocity of particle 

S = thickness of absorber in gms/cm2 

the angular distribution of the scattered protons was obtained for each 

absorbero These angular distributions were combined with the production 

probability .obtained . from the. known cos2e center of mass angular distribu-. 

tion for the reactio~ (pp ~17'+d)3 
o · The resulting maximum correction was 

lo6 per cent fbr this effecto 

The second_ part of the proton attenuation ~orrection is for inelastic 

scatteringo The inelastic scattering cross section for 340 Mev protons on 

lead has not been measuredo An estimate of this correction was made from 
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other scattering data. ·Richardson21 measured the. total ~nelastic cross 

·section for .340 Mev protons on copper and obt~ned a cross section of about 
22 

0.7 of the total neutron cross section measured by Moyer. and DeJuren • 

Ba1123 obtained'a tentative value for inelastic scattering of .340 Mev pro-

tons on tungsten equal to about 0.5 of the total neutron cross section. 

The correction was made here using _(Y (inelastic) = lo75 barns, which 

., is slightly greater than o. 6 of the total 270 Hev neu.tron cross section22• 

The attenuation is given by the relation 

where A = Avogadro's number 

M = molecular weight of lead 

or ~ cross section for inelastic scattering of protons in Pb 

~ = thickness of Pb absorber in gms/~m2 • 

N is the.number of particles_ available at the production target if N0 is 

the number monitored by the ionization chamber. The correction factors 

for the various absorbers due to inelastic nuclear scattering are given 

in Table I. 

TAB~ I. 

Proton Attenuation Correction 

Proton Energy (Mev) Correction Factor 

' 
.3.36 1.000 
.3.30 1.015 
.325 1.029 
.321 .1.046 
.315 1.061 
.311 , . l.Q78 

,_ 
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3• Pion Decay in' Flight 

· Since· the posi·tive. pi.ons are detected, by. their decay· into .positive 

·muons after stopping in the detevtor9 those. which decay ,in flight between 

·the production targ~t and the ·detector are .lost9; .·The number lost varies 

with pion energy9 as the transit .time in the pion frame of reference is a 
'• 

function of the energy of the piono 

where 

For N pions detected9 the number N leaving the target would be 
0 

t e transit time in pions frame of reference 

1r = mean life of positive pion 2o57 x 10=8 sec.l4,l5 

Equating the dilated proper time in the pion frame to the time measured in 

the laboratory, and using .the relativistic expression for velocity in the 

laboratory frame, one obtains for the transit time in the pion frame between 

points a and b in the laboratory the expression 
b 

t- Eoj dx 
- C Q VT(T'+ J Eo) 

where t :;;: time in pion frame in seconds · ' 

E0 : rest energy of positive pions 

T ~ kinetic energy of pions in laboratory system 

This expression was integrated numerically over the range of pion 

energies detected, and a correction was obtained ranging from twelve per 

cent at the lowest energies detected to seven per cent at the highest. 

4• Nuclear Attenuation of Pions.in.Copper Absorbers 

The correction for.nuclear attenuation of the pions in the copper ab

sorbers was made using nuclear area given by c:r' :;;: (lo3~A1/3 ) 2 x 10=
26 

cm2 = 

0.94 barns obtained from neutron scattering24. This value is in agreement 
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with the values published for 85 Mev negative pions25. Preliminary reports 

on positive pion absorption in heavy nuclei indicate the values may be a 

little smaller than those for negative pions and that they.increase with 

increasing energy. This variation with energy would tend to lower the ex-

citation points nearest threshold, but the correction is small and the 

results would not be changed appreciably. 

where 

N0 , the number of pions entering the copper absorber; is given by 

N = number of pions detected 

A = AvogadroYs number 

M = molecular weight of Cu 

0' = absorption cross section for pions on Cu 

5 = thickness of Cu absorber gm(cm2 

The correction ranged from two per cent to eighteen· per cent·f.or the pion 

energies detected.· 

5· Multiple-:scattering Loss of Pions in the. Copper Absorbers 
. . . 

The pion channel was designed in such a wa:y that its exit was wide 

compared to the area of the detector telescope to minimize multiple scat= 

tering effects; however, crystals 1 and 2 of the coincidence telescope 

are only slightly larger in area than the muon detector crystal~ and hence 

for the outer edges of the muon detector crystal they define the entrance 

aperture. 

For a thickness t of copper absorber9 the projected displacement Y in • 

a plane containing the line of the pion beam and at a distance L beyond· the 
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end of the copper absorber· (the distance·to the 9enter of the muon detector 

crystal) has adistribution·function given by 

where A0 , A11 A2 are· functions of to The derivation of the distribution 

function is outlined in the Appendix, and the definitions of the A1s are 

given thereo This distribution function :i,s derived taking into account the 

loss of energy of·~ particle as it penetrates the materialo 

At seven points across the muon detector crystal, the distribution 

function was integrated between the values of the projected displacement 

Y determined by the entrance aperture as seen from that point of the crystalo 

This procedure was carried out for a number of absorber thicknesseso The 

fraction of particles lost at each of th.e seven points was plotted, and 

the total loss for'the whole crystal calculated from the ·area of the cul"Veo 

The correction factor ranged from lo02 to lol.3.for tbe pion energies detectedo 

6o . Effect of. Mq.on Decay , .• 
' . L-,;f;' . . . . 

Since the detection method: ~equiresstopping.the'pions in a crystal 
... '• • > • .1 ' ' ••... , •. 

and detecting the 4 Mev, muons emitted when the positive pions decey, there 

will be a large number of )1+-+p+ dec~s in the vicinity.of this crystalo 

The equation for the activity of a daughter decay product may pe set up using 

the law for radioactive decay and then integrated over the.times that the 

gate is openo Approximately three per cent of all the f+-+ p+ decays occur 

during either ~he short or long delay ga,.te, and tbe difference is less than 

one tenth of a per cent. of all.decayso In addition to this limitation based 
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on time,·. geometric all' considerations· would further. ::l.imi t the number of betas 

which might be count~do _Hence the effect.qf muon decay may be.neglectedo 

Bo Fitt~ng ·,Carv;es -;to ,~h~· Data~ 
,, .... 

At each proton:energy a set of polyethylene points with a peak structure 

. was obtained (See .f~gs~ 9 to 14) o The curves for these peaks were drawn 

visually o On the loW=>en~rgy side of the peaks the slope on the upper part 

of the peak was extrapolat~d down to the carbon line, since the contribution 

from the reaction p t p ~ ~ t p + n might be expected to alter the slope 

near .the low=energy edge of t~e peako The 336 Mev proton point was corrected 

for the contribution expected from this reaction, using the calculated energy 

resolution of the system and the measured p +- p ..._..11+ + p + ·n yield below 

the peako This correction amounted to five per cent of the area at this 

.energyo Insufficient data was taken to calculate the corrections at some 
. ·' ~· 

of the other proton energies; however, the energy int~rval between the upper 
· . .;•· ' . : : "· ; ·. ( 

limit of the continuum and the line spectrum increases from 4o2 Mev at the 
•'•· . <' • ' - •, .. 

336 Mev proton point to 5 .. 1 Mev at the lowest proton energyo This increase 

in the s·epara:tion would tend to decrease the contribution of pions from the 

(pp, 1f+pn) reactiono Furthermore; in the two additional.' case.s (Ep :::: 326 

Mev, 321 Mev, see Figs~ ·11, 12) where point's were obtained below the peak, 

the yield froni the (pp, 'lf+pn) reaction appears to be too small to intra= 

duce any appreciable co'ntributiono 

The carbon. spectrum· at each proton energy is relatively flato Conse= 

quently, it was ass'ilmed that a straight line could beusedto represent 
. 

the·spectrum over the pion energy interval involved, and. the method.of least 

squares
26 

vias used to obtain the constants· for the lineo 
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The area between the polyeJ,by).ene:curveandthe carbon curve repre-
. '. . .. 

· .sents the eydrogen contributiO'Ilo . The l:l.I'eas .. :were obtained by. counting 

·squares a:nd were checked with a planimetero 

c. Estimation of Errors 

The standard deviations for the constants of the straight line repre-

senting the carbon spectrum were computed, and the error in the area under 

the carbon line. was obtained with them. For the polyethylene data a second 

curve :was drawn to fit the end points of the standard deviations of the in-

dividual points. ·The area between this curve and the curve best fitting 

the points was divided by the square root of the number of points used in 

fitting the data, and the result was taken to be the standard deviation of 

the polyethylene areao This deviation and the one for the carbon area were 

then compounded as the square root of the sum of the squares of the indi

vidual deviations to yield a standard deviation for the difference area. 

Since the detection efficiency was not necessarily constant, it was 

necessary to normalize from one run to another by means of the standard 

data point mentioned earliero This procedure introduced another statisti

cal deviation which depended on the statis:tical accuracy with which the 

·standard point. was counted on.a given run. Host of the pion curves for a 

given proton energy were. observed in at least two separate ~ns, and this 

tends to decrease the normalization error. The standard deviations due to 

normalization were computed and compounded with those indicated in the 

· previous paragraph· ' The resultant standard deviations ranged from 7. 5 per 

· cent to 12.5 per cent. 
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D. · · No·rmalization for Absolute Values 

·Since the ·efficiency of ·the detection ·scheme was not· known~ _it was 

necessary to obtain an absolute value for the differential eros~ sections 

by comparison with values obtained by a method of known efficiency. The 

336 Mev proton data obtained here were normalized to the ~40 Mev data of 

-C~twright3c ~easur~d .with nuclear emulsion detect;~s. His 340 Mev value 

of dO" /d.n (pp ........ rr d at 0°) ll!! 1.3 .t 0.3 x 10=28 c~2 st~rad=l was extra~ 

p~lat~d' to do-- /d.!l = 1·.22 .t 0~3 x 10=28 cm2 sterad-l at 336 Mev, using the 

relative excitation function measured in this work. 

In Section V 09 statistical deviations arising in this experiment were 

discussed. The relative values of the differential cross sections at dif-

ferent proton energies are as good as the statistical errors obtained there; 

however, the absolute values are only as good as the figure used for nor-
. . ' 

malization, which has a twenty-five per cent deviation. 

E.> Asymmetry of the Pion Spectra of Polyethylene 

·Inspection of the polyethylene peaks in Figs. 9 thr()ugh 14·.shows that 

··they were all asymmetric in approximately the same way •. A-number of effects 

·'that inight give rise to some asyiilmetry were considered;· but when the cal

·cu1ations were made, the effects were much too small to account-for the ob-

served asymmetry. It is of interest to note that the aame shape of the peak 

is evident in the data of Cartwright3c, measured ina different manner and 

using the deflected beam. 

The'possibility'that the energy distribution of the proton,beam was 

not symmetric about the average energy was then considered. An.~experiment 

27 
conducted by Mather and Segre on range-energy relations for protons had 
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shown differences between the·experimehtal and the theoretical ionization 

curves on the low-energy sicie~·for:which·the authors were not able to 

account quarititativelyo , The tentative assumption:- was made that .. the asymmetry 

found in the present experiment was ·.due to,: the beam-distribution~ and the 

'predicted distribution was folded 'into the theoretical ionization curveo 

Th~ resultant curve was in qualite.tive agreement with that obtained experi= 

mentally by these authorso 
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Figure 8. shows the spectrum dO"'/d..QdE at zero. degrees to the beam for 

the.production o~ positive pions from eydrogen for.~; proton energy of 336 

Mevo ,The peak due to the .reaction (pp·~_.,,. .... d) is shown in ,relation to the 

upper .part of the .continuous .spectrum of the reaction (pp-+ ~pn)o Figures 

9 ·through 14 show the pion energy spectra from polyeteylene and carbon at 

each proton energyo Standard deviations are· indicatedo. 

The carbon-polyeteylene difference is integrated over· pion energy for 

each of the curves to obtain differential cross sections per unit solid 

angle (at 0° ± 3° to the beam) at each proton energyo Figure 15 shows the 

excitation function obtained b,y plotting dcr/dit as a function of proton 

energy in the laboratory systemo The threshold point and the observed 

points are joined by straight lineso 

The representation of the data most easily compared with the theoreti-

cal discussion of this work is in terms of quantities measured in the center 

of mass system of the re~ctiono The differential cross sections in the 

laboratory and in the center of mass systems of reference are related by 

the expression 

The relation between the differential solid angles is given by 

where e = laboratory angle of the pion 

C (3c. = velocity of the ceriter of mass frame in the laboratory 
system 

C p., = velocity- of the pion in the laboratory system 

) 
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This equation m~ be derived by transforming the pion four-momentum vector 

from the center.: of," mass: ~iarn~~ tp the Je.horatdi"Y; t~iilii-e ' to get relations b~ 
.•' . . . .. 

tween the angles in the two frames and then by differentiating the cosine of 

the 'angle·· in.orie rframe·by the cBs.:bie ofthe ·angie'· iii the other~. The function 

is evaluated at zero degrees in the laboratocy_-: 'system· for different pion 

energies, and is used to convert the laboratory measurements to the center 

of mass differential cross sectionso Table II gives the differential cross 

sections in both systems with the corresponding proton and pion energies. 

TABLE II 

Differential Cross Sections 
In Laboratory and Center of Mass Systems 

Laboratory System Center of Mass System 

Eproton Aa:.,(Oo) Epion ~ (00) 
dfi dfl 

Mev -30 2 -1 10 em sterad Mev -30 2 -1 10 em sterad 

336 121: 9 ' l9o5 3lo3 =. 2o3 
330 103 = 8 l?ol 25o8 : 2o0 
325 90 = 10 l4o6 2lo6 ,: 2o4 
321 83 = 10 12.9 '18.7 = 2.0 
315 68 = 8 l0o4 l4o2 : lo7 
311 54= 7 '. 8.6 l0o3 ,: lo3 

The center of mass differential cross sections are plotted in Fig. 

16 as a function of pion energy. The theoretical curves plotted on the 

graph are discussed in the following section. Fig. 17 shows the same 

points plotted with the data of Durbin~ Loar, and Steipberger9• These 

authors measured the differential cross section for the reaction (1f+d -+ pp). 

A differential cross section for the experiment (pp ~ 1f+d) is obtained 

from this inverse cross section by means of the relation7 
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from .the theory of. detroled b~lancing. q anq k .are the. pion .and proton 

center of mass momentum respectively • 

. .. 
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VIIo TI:IEORET,TCAL D ~CUSS,JON . 

A discussion ·of the _proces~,:P + p ~ 11-t-+ .d has been given .py Chew, 

Goldberger, Steinberger, and Yang10•. A gener~l interaction is set up con

taining two terms= cfa(q) ;.vn) .. ,wh~ch,leads to pions in even angular 

momentum states; and [b(q) 0:. q J which leads to piqns in odd angular 

momenttim.states. a(q) and b(q).are.sca~ar_functions of.the pion_center 

of mass momentum(i. Cl·is the. nucleon spin operator, and \7n is a gradient 

operating on nucleon coordinates only .. For the low pionenergies considered 

here it will be assumed that the pions are restricted te s and p states .. 

* . Other experiments indicate that. the. emission. is predominantly p state. 

On this basis the relation between the ,measured excitation function 

and the p wave term,· [b(q)~·CiJ ,is C?nsidered. If b is assumed to be 

a constant, this term reduces to one of the terms of a first-order pertur

bation c~lctilation using pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudovector coupling •. 

In this case.the contribution of this. term to the eros~ section PaS the 

energy dependence q2/kn~E'11' , where En-·· is the _,pion .tot,al· energy in the 

center of mass frame,. k is therelatlve momentum of the diproton system, 
.,, ** 

and m is at least four and is more proba?ly as large as eight o The value 

* 1. For p state emission the reactiori (pp ........., iT 0pp), is forbidden. The 
small cross section observed28 for this reaction compared·to that of the 
(pp-+ 1t"'"d) reaction is compatible with a dominant p wave term29. 

2. The constant-angular distribution9 of the reaction (pp ~~d) 
with increasing pion energy indicates that only one term is important~ as 
the two terms should have different energy dependences. 

3· If the pions are r~stricted to s and p states, the predominantly 
cos2e angular distribution3° must come from the p waveo 

** The.phenomenological theory of Watson, Brueckner29 makes no prediction 
for the variation of the possible terms with respect to nucleon momentum. 
As a result, the theory cannot be applied.to the data in such a way as to 
lead to definite conclusions. 



of m depends on the det8iis ··of the· nuclear fdrceso The cross section is 

proportional to the product of :this factor and·: a kinematical factor qE. llfrel 

. . . *" .v resulting from the definition of· the cross section . ~- where :v rel is the 
·,. 

' . relative velocity of the -incoming -protonso The energy dependence of the 

cross section should -therefore vary between q3 1 v:'rel k4 and q3 I l)'rel k8• 

These functions are plotted with the.data in Figo l6o Both curves are 

normalized to pass through the lowest point~ and the data are seen to lie 

between the two curves. 

In this approximation the excitation data of this experiment are con-

sistent with the p wave term, 
~ ~ ~ 

( 0"' • 9 ) , . ih a perturbation calculation using 

pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudovector couplingo It should be stated 
--S. _..:.... . 

that the s wave term, · ( ry ~\In ) , does not vanish~ but that its ·coefficient 

is such that it should be of i!llp()rtance only for pion energies below ten Mev. 

The data for higher pion energies obtained· by Durbin, _Loar, and Stein

ber~er9; require that· the meson nucleon interaction have-a higher dependence 

on the pion momentpm than that predicted by. this theory, ;i.e •. , ·that the 

parameter b(q) is ·a.p incte~sing 'scalar function·of q
10

• 

*** 

; . 



VIIIo APPENDIX 

The Distribution Function for 11ultiEle Scattering 

The expression for the mean square scattered angle of a particle after 

penetrating a material of atomic number Z for a distance of D centimeters is 
. 30 

given by 

where v = velocity of the particle 

p = ·momentum of the particle 

N = atoms per cm3 

D = distance in the absorber in em 

If the units of length are converted from centimeters to radiation 

lengths X0 defined by 

where Ol = fine structure constant 

A = Avogadrovs number 

z = atomic number of absorber 

M ~ molecular weight of absorber 

re = classical radius of the electron 
' . ,_ 

' the expression for ® becomes 

where t = depth in the absorber in radiation lengths 

Es :: V l_tr me~ 
m = mass of the electron 

C = velocity of light 
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Rossi and Greisen3° define a projected scattering angle 8 in terms 

of thi's scattering angl!'l and f!et up a diffusion ~qq~~~9;11: fo·r a distribu= 
: . . . ' . .. . ~.. . . - '. 

~ion funct~on.F(tye) ~s .a function of the distance into.')'h~ absorber t, 

the.projected displacement y$ and the projected scatterihg_angle 8o 
~ ~ . . : ., ' . ,. ... ' . 

If a Fourier transform in y and 9 is applied to this equation31 ~ a 

change of variables then leads to a ~eparable differential equation for 

the Fourier transform of F(tye) which may _be integratedo The soluti_on for 

the distribution function is obtained from the inverse transform 

where .. 
-t 

A j<t-n)dn 
. ' . W\.(t'l) 

0 . 

For an absorber of thickness t this giyes_the distribution at the end 

of the absorbero If the detector is a distance L beyonq the end of the 

absorber, one wishes t~ obtain the distribution at_that pointo If the 

projected displacement at· the detector is denoted by Y» then for a given y 
• ' ' L • 

and e at the absorber~ Y;<s y+L9o The distribution of projected displace= 

ments at the detector is obtained by making th~. change of var~able y m Y-19 

in the distributio~ function above and integrating over 9o 

exp- ~ ( A.L~ ;~A,L+A~) l 
f{tY}= --::-~--;::=::::;==~=:::::=-~ J..{ff yA"L .. + J..A, L +-A~. 

The correction was made with this function as,indicated in Section Vo 
. ~ ' 
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·. XI.; ILLUSTRATIONS · :, 'i . 

• ; H. 

~ .. 
Fig. 1 Schematicd,iagra..m of cyclotron and.cave :showing the trajectory of 

'the external bea.mo The lower ·figure_ gives a detailed layout of 
the expe~ime'ntal 1arrangement in the ·cave •. 

Fig. 2 Pho~ograph of the channel system. The target change assembly and 
particleidetectors are·includedo 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the electronics of ·t.he detection system. 

Fig. 4 · Circuit diagram of the distributed coincidence circuit. 

Fig. 5 Circuit diagram of the ~~ coincidence circuit. 

Fig~ 6 Counting rates for pions .versus voltage on p}lotomultipliers 1 and 
21 respectively,. · · 

Fig. 

Fig. 

. ,. ' ; .. 

7 Standard data points obtained in two cyclotron runs. The points 
are for the· measured 62. Mev positive pion :yield from the carbon 
target for a fixed integrated proton flux. Standard deviations 
are indicated. · 

8 The spectrtml dlf/d..n.. dE ~f positive ·pions. from eydrogen bombarded 
· by 336 Mev protons. · The. measurements :were made at 0° .± 3° to 

·.the proton beam direction. Standard deviat~ons are indicated. 

Fig. ·9 · The differential:cross sections dO"/d.n.dE (o9) for·positive pions 

.t. 

Fig.lO 

Fig. 11 

; from pblyeteylene and carbon bombarded by J36 Hev protons.· The 
spi3ctra are shown. in the. energy region of.the peak due to the 
reaction p + p, ~··~+d. , The curves. from which the differential 
cross section dcr/d.n. (0°). for positive pions from·hydrogen was 
obtained are shown. : Standard deviations are indicated. 

The differential cross sections do-/dAdE (.O~) for positive pions 
frolll polyeteylene and carbon bombhrded by 331 Mev protons. The 
spectra are sho'Wn in the energy region of the peak, due to the reac
tion p + p ~ 1T""-t d~ The curves, from which the differential 
cross section do-/d.n. (0°) for positive pions from eydrogen was ob
tained are showno Standard deviations are indicated. 

The differential cross sections da-/d.ndE (0°) for positive pions 
from polyethylene and carbon bombarded by 326 Mev protons. The 
spectra are shown in the energy region of the peak due to the 
reaction p + p ~ ~+ do The curves from which the differential 
cross section dof~0°) for positive pions from hydrogen was ob
taiq.ed are showno Standard deviations are indicated. 
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Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 

Fig. 15 

Fig. 16 
( 

Fig• 17 
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The differential .crdss sections dC1/d.n.dE ( 0°) for positive pions 
from polyetcylene and carbon bombarded by 321 Mev protons. The 

. spectra are shown in. the energy.· region of c:t.he peak due· to the reac
. tion:p + p '""""'+ 11'"'+ d• The curves 'from whic·h.: the differential cross 
section drt/d.n. (0°) ::for positive pions from· eydrogen was obtained 
are shown. Standard deviations are indicated. 

The diff~rent~al· cro~s s.ections dcr/dAdE (0°) fo; positive pions 
from polyethylene and carbon bombarded by 316 Mev protons. The 
spectra are shoWli in the eriergy region of the peak due to the, 
reaction p + p --. ~·~0d. The curves from which the differential 
cross section dcr/dA (0 ) for positive pions from lzy"drogen was ob
tained are shown. Standard deviations are indicated. 

. . . . . . . . . .: o· :. 
The differential cross sections d<t/d.O.dE (0 ) for positive pions 
from polyethylene and carbon bombe.rded, by 311 11ev protons. The 
spectra are shown in the energy region of .. the peak due to the 
reaction p· + p ~ 11"++ d. The curves from l-Thich the differential 

. cross section dO'/d.tl. (0°) for posi tive.:pions. from hydrogen was ob
tained are shown. Standard deviations are. indicated. 

The cross section (in the laboratory system of reference) 
dcr/d.n..{0° .:t 3°) for the reaction p + p -+ 1ft d plotted as a 
function· of proton kinetic energy in the laboratory .. system. The 
thresho;Ld point at 29l.Hev and the observed values are connected 
by straight lines. Standard.deviations·are indicated. 

The cross section (in the center of mass system of reference) 
dcr/d.n. ( 0°) for the reaction p + p . ....-. .17' ... + d plotted as a function 
of·pion kinetic energy in· the center of mass system. The theoreti-

. cal curves do'/ dA. oc qyll"'" k'* and deY/ d·JL oc:. q1/u;. kf are plotted. 
These curves were normalized to fit the point for E.,. CM • 8. 5 Hev. 
Standard deviations ~e indicated. 

The· center of mass. cross section dtt/dll. ( 0°) for the reaction 
p + p ~ .,..~._ <f plotted as. a function of pion kinetic energy in 
the center of mass system• The.data·for this reaction obtained 

·froin-the inverse experiment of Durbin; Loar, and Steinberger9 by 
··detailed balancing are shown. 
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